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Introduction
Brute force induction on the number of computation steps is a rather complex and opaque way of reasoning on the operational behaviour of programs. As it is well known, proof principles which allow to factor out, or modularize, such inductive arguments are therefore extremely valuable. Recently, much attention has been devoted to the possibility of characterizing observational equivalences of programs as maximal xed points of suitable operators, thus obtaining coinduction proof principles for reasoning on program equivalence, see e.g. AO93, EHR92, Fio96, Gor95, HL95, How96, Len96, MST?, Pit96a, RV97, Len97, Len97a, Len98]. As far as functional languages, or -calculi, are concerned, however, almost all coinduction principles considered so far in the literature, have always had the same applicative pattern, based on Abramsky's notion of applicative bisimulation. All principles, apart from HL95, Section 3], arise from monotone operators of the same shape, in the line of AO93, EHR92] , and exploit the fact that the observational behaviour of functional programs needs to be tested essentially only in applicative contexts (see Len98] ).
In HL95, Section 3], the authors considered for the rst time another kind of monotone operator, thereby introducing a new form of coinduction principle for establishing observational equivalences between terms of -calculi. For reasons which will become clear in a few paragraphs, in this paper, we shall call this principle cartesian coinduction, and we shall call cartesian both those applicative structures and those -theories, for which it is sound. In HL95], cartesian coinduction was proved sound only for the call-by-value -calculus and many open problems concerning it were raised. In Len98] , it was proved sound also for the lazy -calculus.
A rst objective of this paper is to show that the \unorthodox" move of HL95] can be widely generalized. We present, in fact, plenty of new meaningful monotone operators, besides the traditional \applicative" one, to be used for manifacturing coinduction principles for applicative structures.
The main purpose of this paper, however, is to investigate the general status and theory of the operator introduced in HL95], which has remained largely unexplored since then. In particular, we will show that there are rich classes of cartesian applicative structures, and plenty of cartesian -theories.
Using concepts from nal semantics Acz88, RT93, Rut96, Tur96, Len98], one can easily express the di erence between the traditional applicative coinduction and cartesian coinduction. Both kinds of coinduction correspond to the categorical coinduction principles which arise when the set of closed -terms, 0 , (or more in general an applicative structure), is endowed with a coalgebra structure for a suitable functor. Applicative coinduction principles for -theories are obtained when the functor F( ) = ( 0 ! ) ( 0 ! ) is used. 1 approach is investigated in full generality in HL95]. Cartesian coinduction, on the contrary, arises when the functor G( ) = P( ) P( ) is used. In both cases the direct sum of two copies of the same structure is taken so as to distinguish between observable values and non-values. Notice how the functor F enforces the view by which elements are functions de ned over the set of closed -terms. Also the functor G purports the view of objects as functions, but this time functions are represented as their cartesian graphs, whence the name. The nature of the functor G is more general, it does not depend explicitly on any applicative structure speci ed in advance as F does, namely 0 . This allows for a more uniform treatment.
We shall discuss two techniques for showing cartesianity of structures. The rst is semantical and it applies to ordered -models, such as CPO's or quotients of interiors of CPO-models. The second technique is syntactical and uses the generalizations of Howe's technique How89] of \congruence candidates" as carried out in Len98] . This latter technique applies to term models of -theories determined by observing termination under various reduction strategies.
The existence of cartesian applicative structures is closely related to the existence of set-theoretical applicative structures in non-wellfounded theories of sets, where the Foundation Axiom is replaced by the Antifoundation Axiom X 1 of Forti and Honsell FH83] . Set-theoretical applicative structures are applicative structures whose points contain the set-theoretic description of their functional behaviour, so that application can be rendered by the usual set-theoretic application, i. Finally, we would like to point out that this paper can be viewed also as, yet another, chapter in the general programme of investigating the denotational semantics of -calculi, some of whose earlier chapters are Bar84, CDZ87, EHR92, HR92, AO93, HL93, HL95, HL98].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss in general the problem of characterizing coinductively congruences over applicative structures. In particular, we present a number of monotone operators which can be utilized in coinduction principles. We end the section by introducing special classes of \enriched" applicative structures. In Section 3 we introduce the basic ideas of nal semantics and give the categorical accounts of the coinduction principles introduced in the previous section. In Section 4 we discuss -congruences and -models. In particular, we present the six -theories which have been most extensively studied in the literature, and which we shall deal with explicitly. The main theorems of this paper concerning the existence of cartesian applicative structures appear in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe a syntactical technique based on the notion of congruence candidate for establishing cartesianity -theories. In Section 7 we discuss set-theoretical applicative structures in non-wellfounded Set Theories, and their connection with cartesian structures.
Concluding remarks and open problems are presented in Section 8. In Appendix A we give basic informations concerning non-wellfounded sets. In Appendix B we recall basic facts about nal coalgebras.
We assume the reader familiar with basic concepts and results in -calculus, nal semantics, and non-wellfounded Set Theory. The reader may consult Bar84], RT93, Len98], and FH83] respectively, for more details.
The authors would like to thank A.Quattrocchi for her help.
2 The \coinductive characterization" problem
The basic notions we shall be concerned with in this paper are those of applicative structure, and of congruence over an applicative structure:
De nition 2.1 (applicative structure) An The most obvious, and nest, congruence over an applicative structure D is equality, = D . Many interesting applicative structures arising in Computer Science, however, are (observational) quotients of syntactical objects. Clearly, it is more natural to view equality over these as the appropriate congruence over term expressions. Given a congruence D over an applicative structure D, it is natural to ask for logical characterizations of it. Such characterizations will be the more useful when they induce proof principles for proving term congruence. By far, one of the most important examples of such characterizations are those which describe D as a maximal xed point of a monotone operator on relations. As it is well known, these induce immediately a coinduction principle for establishing that two points are D -congruent. We shall not present other operators, but we simply point out that using the above templates one can easily device yet further combined operators.
Notice that all the operators introduced above are monotone, and hence each of them induces a coinduction principle.
For simplicity, we shall refer to Eq D -coinduction as Eq D -applicative coinduction. For the reasons we mentioned earlier, and which will become clearer in Section 3, we shall refer to Eq D -coinduction as Eq D -cartesian coinduction.
The above coinduction principles can be used for reasoning on the following kinds of congruences on applicative structures 
Enriched applicative structures
In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with applicative structures which have some \extra" structure. In particular, we shall consider \order enriched" and \approximable" applicative structures. First we introduce De nition 2.9 (ordered applicative structure) An In dealing with ordered applicative structures, it is natural to ask for coinductive characterizations of the order relation itself, rather than just = D . Here is an important de nition:
De nition 2.10 ( pEq D -coinductive applicative structure) Let It is interesting to point out that many of the monotone operators described in Section 2 were actually suggested by this categorical analysis.
We work in Set , the category whose objects are sets of a universe of the non-wellfounded set theory ZF X 1 , and whose morphisms are the set theoretic functions. Set-theoretic and categorical concepts are de ned in Appendices A and B. The general pattern of the Final Semantics justi cation of a coinduction principle over an applicative structure D, induced by the monotone operator , is the following. We endow D with the structure of a H -coalgebra, (D; ), for a suitable endofunctor H which preserves weak pullbacks and has nal coalgebra.
Then the unique mapping into the nal coalgebra induces an equivalence on D which is union of all categorical H -bisimulations. Full de nitions appear in Appendix B. If the functor H and the H -coalgebra structure have been given appropriately, we have the following crucial theorem:
Theorem 3.1 R is a categorical H -bisimulation on the coalgebra (D; ) if and only if R is a -bisimulation.
In HL95], the authors succeeded in providing a nal justi cation of the applicative coinduction principle ( Eq D -coinduction principle, see Proposition 2.1) for various -theories over the applicative structure consisting of the set of closed -terms.
Generalizing HL95], we can establish the following correspondence between monotone operators and functors in Set . It is interesting to notice that, in each case, the structure of the functor corresponding to the monotone operator re ects the way in which we construe objects of an applicative structure: as a function on a constant set, as the graph of a self-function, as an n-ary function, as the graph of an n-ary self-function, or as the graph of a function which takes values over a suitable constant set. In each case, however, we need jD=Eq D j copies of the same domain, one for each equivalence class of the equivalence Eq D we use as start-up.
The categorical account allows to give also a clear characterization of applicative structures which satisfy -coinduction principles. Here we give only the special case of cartesian applicative structures. A -congruence is a -equivalence which is a congruence. A -theory is the restriction of a -congruence to ( C ) 0 . We focus on -(pre)congruences which arise from relations Eq ( C ) 0 ( C ) 0 in the following sense:
De nition 4.2 Let Eq ( C ) 0 ( C ) 0 . The contextual relation Eq C C is de ned as follows:
Notice that, if Eq is a (pre)equivalence, then the relation Eq is a (pre)congruence.
All -congruences are induced by an equivalence relation with just two equivalence classes, i.e.: The relation between -theories and -reduction is formalized and clari ed by the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward. A -model is fully abstract if the above implication is an equivalence.
In this paper we shall be concerned with two kinds of -models: nitary -models and term models.
As far as nitary -models we shall focus on:
De nition 4.4 ( -aas, -caas) The equivalence determined by the interpretation function into T is, of course, \( ) ?1 . Notice that, since we consider only closed terms, it is not always the case that a term model is an ordered -model, since clause 7 of De nition 4.3 may fail. In any case, this will hold for all the term models we shall deal with explicitly in this paper. Our notion of term model is clearly more restrictive than the traditional one for -theories because of the assumption that ? exists. This is done so as to be able to give a de nition of term model also for \restricted calculi" such a Plotkin's call-by-value v -calculus. In these cases ? is intended to denote non-values. All the precongruences which we shall explicitly mention in this paper satisfy this condition.
Examples of -theories
In this paper we are mainly concerned with -precongruences which arise from reduction strategies. Namely, we take a term to approximate another if we cannot observe that, for a given closing context, the strategy halts successfully when one is used to ll the hole, but does not halt when the other one is used. A reduction strategy is a procedure for determining, for each -term, a speci c -redex in it, to contract. A (possibly non-deterministic) strategy can be formalized as a relation ! ( There is no loss of generality in considering -observational congruences, rather than -theories. In fact, by Proposition 4.1, any -theory can be viewed as an observational congruence induced by a trivially empty strategy, whose values are the terms in the set V arising in the proof of Proposition 4.1.
As we remarked earlier, -theories can be viewed as congruences on the applicative structure consisting of closed -terms. Hence we shall say that atheory is Eq -coinductive if coincides with Eq , i.e. the maximal xedpoint of the operator Eq . Hence we shall call Eq -applicative, or Eq -cartesian respectively, those theories which are Eq -coinductive, or Eq -coinductive. Now we present six examples of -observational precongruences, and corresponding computationally adequate nitary denotational -models, which have been extensively studied in the literature Plo77, Bar84, CDZ87, HR92, EHR92, AO93, HL98]. 
n
The precongruence n is determined by the normalizing strategy ! n , which reduces the leftmost -redex. V al n is the set of -terms in normal form.
The evaluation + n is the least binary relation over V al n satisfying the following rules, for n 0: The precongruence p is determined by any perpetual strategy, such as Barendregt's perpetual strategy ! p which reduces the leftmost -redex not in the operator of a redex, which is either an I -redex, or a K -redex whose argument is a normal form. V al p is the set of -terms in normal form. One can easily show that the evaluation + p is the least binary relation over V al p satisfying the following rules, for n 0: 
Examples of cartesian approximable applicative structures
In this section, we present many examples of pEq 0 D -caas's.
5.1.1 CPO -models In the rest of this section, we will show how to quotient I D + by a suitable equivalence relation ! , and we will discuss conditions under which this quotient structure is a pEq 0 -caas. In e ect, we start by introducing an appropriate relation, which will be shown to be a preequivalence relation in Proposition 5. 6 The congruence candidate method
In this section, we present a purely syntactical technique for establishing Eqcartesianity of observational -theories . We recall that Eq = f(M; N) 2 ( C ) 0 ( C ) 0 j M + , N + g. This method, which we call congruence candidate method, was introduced in Len98]. It is inspired by the congruence candidate method used in How89] (see also How96]), for showing that for lazy strategies is Eq -coinductive. The congruence candidate method will be used here for showing that the -theories , for = h; l; v; p, are Eq -cartesian. In general, it can be applied to observational -theories, which satisfy the Eqcoinduction and the technical condition ( ) of Theorem 6.1 below.
The congruence candidate method makes an essential use of the Eq -cartesian coinduction principle itself. One starts out by de ning a candidate relation on C , which is a congruence, and which includes the greatest Eq We shall now present the congruence candidate method in general. The following De nitions and Lemmata build up to Theorem 6.1. In the next subsection we shall apply Theorem 6.1 to various strategies.
In order to discuss uniformly both call-by-value and eager strategies we introduce the following notation: Thus, if we take R to be the equivalence Eq , we get a relation b Eq , which, by ii) of Lemma 6.1, includes Eq . Moreover, by iii) of the same lemma, it is a congruence w.r.t. application. In order to show that Eq is itself a congruence w.r.t. application, we prove that (b Eq ) j( C ) 0 = ( Eq ) j( C ) 0 . This is done using the Eq -coinduction principle, by proving that Proof It is su cient to prove that M Eq P, and this follows from the correctness of ! (! KN ) reduction.
First we prove that condition ( ) holds for the \lazy" strategies, namely: In the above de nition the set U D plays the rôle of a set of Urelementen used for tagging di erent copies of the same graph. The condition on U D allows to introduce the notion of set-theoretical applicative structure even in an atomless universe.
De nition 7.2 A functional set-theoretical applicative structure is a set-theoretical applicative structure D such that D D D .
The above de nitions are justi ed by the following obvious fact:
Proposition 7.1 Let D be a set-theoretical applicative structure. Then the structure (D; D ), where
is an applicative structure.
The following proposition shows that the existence of set-theoretical applicative structures is sensitive to the foundation/antifoundation properties of the universe. Proof 1) Immediate, since a set-theoretical applicative structure is a non-wellfounded set.
2) Immediate from the de nition of BAFA. 3) Immediate from the strong extensionality of a universe satisfying X 1 .
Hence the theory of set-theoretical applicative structures is most interesting when the universe satis es the Axiom X 1 of FH83] (see Appendix A). In this case, the universe itself satis es the well known strong extensionality property, which amounts to the fact that the universe is strongly extensional and nal P( )-coalgebra (see Appendix A).
The following proposition illuminates on the connections between set-theoretical applicative structures and Eq D -cartesian coinduction principles in a universe satisfying X 1 .
Proposition 7.3 Assume ZF X 1 . jUDj -coalgebra in Set . 3. Any Eq D -cartesian applicative structure is applicatively isomorphic to a set-theoretical applicative structure over a set U D whose cardinality is the cardinality of the equivalence classes of Eq D .
Proof Straightforward using the de nitions.
It is somewhat funny to point out that the very last proposition of this paper was actually what triggered the whole investigation carried out in the paper itself.
Concluding remarks
In HL95], we had given already a proof of the fact that the theory v is Eq v -cartesian. The proof which derives from the general method of Section 5 is conceptually simpler. The results concerning the strategies l and v, and techniques in Section 6 are essentially those of Len98] . In this paper we did not fully address all possible natural questions which can arise in connection with the operator Eq D , let alone all the other operators of Section 2. For instance, one could ask whether n is Eq ncartesian. Although we con dently conjecture that this is the case, the proof could be extremely technical, since in de ning + o n for abstractions one should test termination on in nitely many closed terms. Some interesting observations concerning the other operators can be made readily. For example, the n Eq -coinduction principle, for n > 1, is clearly unsound for lazy strategies, but it is sound for those strategies which yield extensional term models such as h; n; o. More general results, however, seem extremely hard to establish.
De nition A.1 (X 1 ) Let X be a set. For every function f : X ! P(X), there is a unique function g : X ! V which makes the following diagram commute It is interesting to point out that X 1 express precisely the fact that the universe V is nal coalgebra for the functor P( ).
The Antifoundation Axiom X 1 yields immediately a coinductive characterization of equality between sets, i.e. strong extensionality ( FH83, Acz88] ). Coalgebraically, coinduction principles for reasoning on the possibly circular and in nite objects of a data type X arise when X can be viewed as F-coalgebra for a suitable endofunctor F : C ! C.
De nition B.1 Let F : C ! C be a functor. An F-coalgebra is a pair (X; X ), where X : X ! F(X) is a morphism of C. The categorical counterpart of the the set-theoretic notion of maximal xpoint is the notion of nal F-coalgebra.
The categorical counterpart of the set-theoretic notion of bisimulation is the notion of F-bisimulation. We give the de nition of F-bisimulation in the category Set :
De nition B. De nition B.3 (strong extensionality) An F-coalgebra, (U; U ), is strongly F-extensional if for all u; u 0 2 U, u = u 0 () 9 R F-bisimulation on (U; U ): u R u 0 :
We recall the crucial theorem of the Final Semantics Paradigm, which allows to characterize coinductively the equivalence induced by the unique F-coalgebra morphism into the nal F-coalgebra ( Acz88, RT93]): Theorem B.1 Let F preserve weak pullbacks, and let (X; X ) be an F-coalgebra.
If there exists nal F-coalgebra (U; U ), then the equivalence f induced by the unique morphism f : (X; X ) ! (U; U ) can be characterized as follows: f = fR j R is an F-bisimulation on (X; X )g :
